SPRINGTIME 2022
Delight & Joy – Spring Equinox is upon us.
Day & night are of equal duration.
Sun & Moon are equal partners at this sacred time.
Welcome Spring Equinox, your presence, gifts and blessings. It seems we
have anticipated your arrival this year very poignantly, a yearning for your
arrival, for the return of gentle early springtime light and abundant signs of
vibrant life, with more and more colours emerging by the day.
With the world turned upside down, this Springtime really does bring in a
deep breath of fresh air. Indeed Spring is associated with the element of Air,
the energies of Tree and the colour Green. Writing about Air brings to mind
the Sylphs, the energetic essences of this element. These Spirits of the Air
are gloriously ephemeral, floating, flowing and surfing through clouds and
winds. They are light and fine, and full of swift movement. They are great
examples of letting the energy of life flow through, thus bringing in fresh
ideas, thoughts and directions. They encourage us to breathe deeply and
fully. In this way we inhale new energies and by doing so find our way, our
path, clearer upon our soul’s journey. Be open to change, they convey,
otherwise stagnation will take hold. Perish the thought! Although at home in
the skies above, I feel sure the Sylphs relish darting in and out of trees and
plants. By example the Sylphs can be of guidance when: active energy is
required, that get up and go; we feel hemmed in or powerless; we need
adaptability or versatility; we wish to open our minds and hearts, and change
ways of thinking or feeling; we simply need a renewed breath of fresh air to
see through the dross. As Jalal ad Din RUMI (1207-1273) said: Only from
the heart can you touch the sky.
As to our precious Trees: where would we be without them, how could we
live without them. Observing them turning from silhouettes into leafadorned beauties is one of the delights of Springtime. Trees: Your lifeforce is
an example to us all. Your riches and wisdom are timeless. We honour and
thank you.

Nature is abundant and generous with her green gifts. Dwelling at the centre,
the heart, of the spectrum, it is as though the colour Green invites us to
b r e a t h e, to find the space to simply 'be'; we are both revived and calmed,
nourished and re-balanced. This in turn encourages the body to function
better. This greatly pleases the body as then it does not have to be constantly
stressed, overworked, depleted or exhausted. A gentle, harmonious joy is
experienced when surrounded by Nature's green and pleasant hue. Green is
indeed Nature’s tonic, acting as a restorative, pacifying a restless spirit and
easing irritation. Green’s vibrations are emotionally refreshing yet restful.
For many the Spring Equinox will be a call to sowing seeds, whether it be for
a windowsill, window box, balcony, garden, allotment or field! In this
connection, herewith a few simplified biodynamic tips.
- Chamomile Tea: this is for seeds that may be hard to grow, also protects against
infection, stimulates germination and growth. Soak seeds in cooled chamomile tea for at
least 10 minutes prior to planting. Chamomile is rich in sulphur thereby boosting the
seeds’ germination potential. It comes under the dominion of the Sun, thereby attracting
solar energy that in turn awakens the lifeforce within the seed. The fresh or dried herb
can be used. Roman Chamomile (Anthemis nobilis) has been called ‘the plant’s
physician’. Planted next to poorly plants this Chamomile is said to restore them to
health. A tea added to a vase of cut flowers will help reinvigorate or prolong their life.
- Nettle Tea: this can be applied cooled as a healing spray for damaged, weak or
struggling plants as Nettle is rich in sulphur, potassium, calcium and particularly iron,
plus plentiful trace elements. It also helps in the nitrogen metabolism of plants. Nettle
comes under the dominion of Mars and the element of Fire, thus adding a much needed
energetic boost to poorly plants. Rudolf STEINER (1861-1925) called Nettle the ‘Jack Of
All Trades Herb’. The fresh or dried herb can be used.
- Nettle Tea and Liquid Seaweed (or if lucky enough to live by the coast you can use
fresh from the beach): a mixture of fresh nettles and liquid seaweed, emersed in rain
water for approximately 3 to 6 weeks, makes a powerful soil/plant food. This can be
applied in a very diluted form. This potent mixture has been used for centuries as a
healing formula and is renown for warding off poisons/toxins/pollution. This will also
replace essential minerals that have been leached from today’s tired/overworked soils.
These two formidable herbs are recognised for their ability to restore or retain soil
fertility. Also liquid seaweed increases seed germination and acts as a fine tonic for
plants in general.
SPRING EQUINOX BLESSINGS, Nicky

